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WILDERNESS WORDS
Editors
If there is anything that you
would like to have included in
the Newsletter:
313-673-6519 and
dmc@chem.wayne.edu or
pcoleman@chem.wayne.edu

This Sunday:
Leading: Karen H.
Preaching: Mary Ellen
Presiding: Mary Ellen
Readings this week:

Eighteenth Sunday A/er
Pentecost, 8 October, 2017
First Reading: Exodus 20:1-4,
7-9, 12-20 and Psalm 19 OR
Isaiah 5:1-7 and Psalm 80:7-15
Psalm: Above
Epistle: Philippians 3:4b-14
Gospel: MaRhew 21:33-46
(To link directly to the readings
(click) h9ps://
lec=onary.library.vanderbilt.edu//
texts.php?id=162

Reflections:
By Ritalee Walters
Trouble
These are some
thoughts I’ve been
thinking over the past
few years. When faced
with serious concerns
Inviting Mystery, Embracing
about health or livelihood, Compassion, Encountering Christ.
I realize that there’s never
been a ?me when life has felt free of problems. I can only feel a
nostalgia for more superﬁcial troubles, like what work to pursue or
what to do with my hair. When it takes a long ?me for a problem to
resolve, I wonder if it’s possible to keep being transformed and
improved by suﬀering, or if you simply get worn down, like a crayon
on paper. It seems like your banks become so ﬂooded that you enter
the ocean of all suﬀering, which both opens you to compassion but
contains a risk of drowning. Bobbing up and down in your life
preserver while wai?ng for help can make you numb or focused only
on yourself. When your own crisis subsides, there’s a residual
awareness that others’ pain has not ended. I’m reminded of Mary
Ellen wri?ng about her awareness of other kinds of pain and grief in
peoples’ lives at Steve’s memorial service. Feeling pain gives you a
universal translator to other pain.
And what does prayer do, exactly? Can you transmit health or
money or insight to another being by wishing it? Some?mes it
seems like praying confers beneﬁt to the person praying rather than
the recipient. I’ve come to think that prayer soLens the sinews of
the world, breaking down the perceived separa?ons between us,
dissolving our default seMngs and opening our ears and eyes. They
are words that go inward, but mysteriously come out in speechless
form. During this bruising poli?cal ?me, it has taken a lot of eﬀort to
listen and not judge and not automa?cally “like” some of the
hilarious commentary that conﬁrm my opinions. It’s important to
remain vigilant against fascism and hate, but I’m also aware that I
can hurt other people with buRons on my computer, as they
some?mes hurt me. One strange side eﬀect of being hurt by
opinions is that I’ve consciously tried to release some of my more
frivolous ones, like my dislike of country music. I’ve enjoyed feeling
smug about my own tastes, but there are people I love who love
country music, and enjoying music is a wonderful thing. It’s too easy
to ﬁnd diﬀerences.
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Forums: 2016 - 2017
Forums — immediately
following services we grab
our coffee and treats and
spend an hour learning.
Oct. 8th: Potential impacts of
climate change on the local level
— by the Nordic Nature Group
— young naturalists including
Olya Wright.
Oct. 22 — Evolution and Faith
MEA
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Chris?anity’s main symbol is a man nailed to a cross by the hands
and feet. Pain, and wai?ng for it to stop. It can frighten and disturb
people. In some of my moments of anguish, I have felt deeply
grateful for the image of a suﬀering God. I know I will s?ll foolishly
hurt others and squander aRen?on on trivial concerns, but when we
suﬀer we become aware of our fragility and proximity to loss. Pain is
not something we can stop, but something we can feel for each
other.
Notes:
1.) On Saturday Oct. 14, women from Holy Apostles Episcopal
Church in St. Paul (who will up here on retreat) will be in
aRendance. Check with Mary Ellen to see if room remains in their
egg roll class, and dinner.
2.) Preaching Class — please let MEA if you are interested and we'll
set up a good ?me….
3.) We would like to have more diﬀerent voices in our newsleRer
Reﬂec?ons. Would you like to sign up--perhaps for once a month or
once every two months? Please let Mary Ellen know.
4.) Ruby’s Pantry, Tuesday, Oct. 10 - From Barb Spaulding: I
wanted to make sure the word got out th at we NEED extra
volunteers for the October 10 distribu?on. We are back at the
school, but in the hallways. We can do no preliminary table set up
because of the students using the hallways/lockers. We have to get
all pallets unloaded and split up between two loca?ons, and
distribu?on lines set up, from 3:30 – 5:00. Because of product
loca?on behind each table in the lines, in most cases each item must
have a volunteer to hand it out. There will not be room for mul?ple
items behind a table to be handed out by one volunteer.
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Happy Birthday
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